
One Solution. Unbelievable Meetings.
Organizations worldwide are looking for ways to enhance employee engagement 
and business relationships regardless of where teams happen to be. Collaboration 
among employees, suppliers and customers is essential to move business forward, 
but connecting a global and mobile workforce can be a complex and costly 
challenge. 

Collaboration drives creativity, productivity and efficiency for any business, so it 
shouldn’t be hard. We’ve analyzed how users work together to achieve one of the 
most critical factors in driving adoption and use — simplicity.

With Lifesize, IT pros can enable their organizations to connect and collaborate 
effectively — all through one provider and one easy-to-use solution. The Lifesize 
application is streamlined and designed to enhance all of the different ways your 
team communicates. Get video, web and audio conferencing, chat and the ability to 
stream and record meetings. The Lifesize cloud-based service is simple, secure and 
scalable — and built for the devices, platforms and workflows you use every day.

At Lifesize, we understand the power of connecting people to make the workplace 
great. Our history of video conferencing innovation has evolved to include all 
the modern ways enterprises meet — video, audio and web. Through a unique 
integration of plug-and-play HD camera systems and HD phones with easy-to-use 
cloud-based conferencing software, we deliver a meeting experience like no other.

Lifesize® App Overview

• Connect via desktop, mobile and 
browser-based web app

• Integrated, plug-and-play HD camera 
systems and HD phones for every room 

• Interoperable with other collaboration 
tools, like Skype for Business 

• Global reliability with business-class 
security, performance and resiliency 

• Integrated firewall traversal and built-in 
encryption 

• 24x7x365 Extreme support — we’re 
always here to help

• Automatic software updates

Easy to Use

Exceptional Flexibility

A Great Value

• Intuitive with a simple, modern UI design

• Requires no training or thinking — just go!

• Consistent user and guest experience in 
browser and desktop apps

• Versatile meetings through powerful 
moderator controls and permissions

• Low total cost of ownership through one 
comprehensive solution

• No burden on IT to deploy, train and support

Simple, secure and scalable — and built for the devices, platforms and 
workflows you use every day.

All-in-one collaboration app
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Integrated search-based directory

Make a call instantly with the centralized, search-based directory 
— no hold music, no waiting for moderators, no dial strings. It’s as 
easy as making a call can be.

Web conferencing 

We make it simple to share your screen with colleagues during a 
conference call. Choose to share your full screen or just a single app 
with the click of a button. For meeting moderators, easy-to-access 
controls let you mute audio and end calls for individuals or all 
participants. And any user in a call can invite others to join.

Unlimited guest invitations

Send a meeting or calendar invite to anyone inside or outside of your 
organization and connect over video right from your browser with the 
Lifesize web app.

Live Stream and Record and Share 

Live stream to up to 10,000 viewers and watch from a variety of 
browsers and mobile devices. Record and share your videos via a 
personal video library. 

Unlimited audio-only calls 

Every Lifesize user is issued both a video number for VOIP calls 
from your computer using the Lifesize app and an audio bridge 
number for local dial-in from standard phones with numbers in 
more than 60 countries — perfect for connecting up to 50-way 
audio calls when you can’t be on video.

Calendar integrations

Sync Lifesize® IconTM conference room systems with your 
Microsoft® Office 365®, Google Apps for Work or Microsoft® 
Exchange Server 2013 or 2016 calendar for on-screen prompts to 
start your meeting on time as soon as you walk into the room.

Web-based management designed with IT in mind

Access the dashboard to track usage by number of calls, minutes, 
users and average call time. Set up and maintain the directory, purge 
unused meeting rooms and customize advanced features all from 
your browser.
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A meeting experience like no other

Thousands of businesses around the world are already using Lifesize to achieve better connections between their 
employees and reap the benefits of great collaboration. Only Lifesize provides the features you need to make your 
meetings truly connected.

Get a feel for the Lifesize experience 
from your desktop to the meeting 
room with our Guided Demo tour. 

Interested in technical 
specifications? Check out the 
Lifesize Cloud-based Service 
Datasheet.

Join our Lifesize Community — 
the place where thousands of 
customers, partners and Lifesizers 
come together to share, chat, geek 
and grok Lifesize.

https://plus.google.com/+LifeSizeHD
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lifesize-communications
https://www.facebook.com/lifesizehd
https://twitter.com/LifesizeHD
https://www.lifesize.com/en/guided-demo
https://www.lifesize.com/en/resources/product-papers/lifesize-cloud-datasheet
https://www.lifesize.com/en/resources/product-papers/lifesize-cloud-datasheet
https://community.lifesize.com/

